Hypothetical Situations
Second Conditional

Third Conditional

Positive + Negative

Positive + Negative

[If + past simple],
[subject + wouldn't + verb].

[If + past perfect], [subject +
wouldn't have present perfect].

If we had a bigger office, we wouldn't be so
crowded.
If the work week were shorter, we wouldn't
be so exhausted at work.

Negative + Positive
[If + negative past simple],
[subject + would + verb].

Negative + Positive

If our company didn't have an IT specialist,
we would need to hire someone.
If they didn't use current technology, they
would have less success.

Use the 2nd conditional to
talk about unlikely situations
in the present or future.
Both 2nd and 3rd conditionals
describe hypothetical
situations.

If we had known about the project last
week, we wouldn't have waited until today
to start.
If my manager had made a better plan for
this quarter, we wouldn't have missed our
sales goals.

[If + negative past perfect], [subject
+ would have present perfect].
If I hadn't sent the report last night, the
client would have asked about it today.
If we hadn't hired a new assistant, things
would have been so disorganized.

Use the 3rd conditional for
hypothetical results of
hypothetical past actions.
But remember, we can't change
the past, so 3rd conditional
sentences are hypothetical.

Practice assignment:

Remember!

We can change the order
of the clauses!
If we had a bigger office, we
wouldn't be so crowded.
We wouldn't be so crowded if
we had a bigger office.

- Change the order of the clauses in the example sentences above.
Then, practice saying each of the sentences with the order reversed.
- Change the negative clauses to positive, and the positive clauses
to negative. Does the meaning change?
- Think of some real situations at your work. Then, write 6
hypothetical sentences about these situations to change the
meaning. Use the 2nd and 3rd conditionals.
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